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About This Game

A Grave Robber was trying to dig up his wife who was killed in a car accident a year ago because she held valuable Documents
about state secrets from the U.S Military. But he unmistakably woke up the undead. Can you help him survive and get the

secrets back in time before the U.S. Government finds the documents.

Like us on Facebook and Twitter for updates to the development of our game.
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Features:

1. Zombies lots of them.
2. Depth of Field

3. Ease of use of Controls.
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Title: Zombies Berserk
Genre: Action, Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
JVWJ Games
Publisher:
JVWJ Games
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2017
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Not a bad little racer! Colorful, sharp graphics (though shadows seemed to be bugged) and catchy, simple music/sound effects.
The controls are quite easy to manage, so it would be a great first racing game for kids.

I bought it on a whim, so I'm pleased that it actually ended up being a decent title.. Actually takes some speed and concentration
skill, I am not sure I am skilled enough to finish it, but well, that's me. The game is cool and for the price you do get your fun..
Tight scenarios, a rain of flares and (what they look like) rose petals and amazing music, you simply don't see fireworks like in
this game at your Disneyland. Plus those aren't your ordinary everyday Barbie dolls!!. Worst aircraft game ever. No cockpit
view, very little control customization. Made to be used with a controller, not a flight stick.. I love the game's idea, and I love the
graphics as well. But for the sake of god, I can't play it with these controls. I refunded it and I'll check if they patch in an option
for normal controls sometime. It would help the game a lot.
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Unplayable, it does not work at least on Windows 10 (where I tested it).

Steam recognizes that the game is running but Windows does not register any .exe of the game. Basically a rubbish in my
collection because as Steam recognized that the game has been running for hours and hours without realizing it, it will be
impossible to request Steam the possibility of a refund.. cheese up your shorts.. Zup clone with physical puzzles
Like part one with harder levels.

+ difficulty
- too many Zup alike achievements

6.5/10. INVERSUS is a great looking, great sounding game that anyone can enjoy.

The "Arcade Mode" pits either one or two of you against an increasingly hectic number of computer-controlled enemies. The
mode is great for solo\/co-op, using friends-based or global leaderboards to keep track of just how far you've got to go to get to
the top. Arcade games can be played while waiting in an online lobby too, good for a warm-up while you're waiting for your
next opponent.

"Versus Mode" is the game's player vs. player game type. Versus games can be played either 1 vs 1, or 2 vs 2. Getting a match
online can be difficult from time to time, but the offical Discord channel is a perfect resource, with channels specific to finding
folks that play the game. The leaderboards also keep track of versus rank in the background, so you can fight your way to the
top if you're feeling saucy.

INVERSUS is awesome. Play INVERSUS.. Very simple, very frustrating and suprisingly fun. And for $0.19, it would be kind
of stupid not to buy it as the trading cards pay for most of the game.

9/10. quot;AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA - *boom*" - Bomb Guy on Serious Sam 2. I agree with his statement.
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